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CORRECTION:
In the spring issue Jennifer Kubis was
misquoted as “…a grandchild of Dale
and Esther Kirk, both of whom have
worked at OSU Libraries.” This is not
completely correct. While Jennifer is
indeed their grandchild, only her
grandfather, Dale Kirk, worked at
OSU, as a professor in agricultural
engineering.
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The Pauling
Catalogue Released

Beaver’s Best Pure
Food Products, ca.
1925. [OSU
Archives; Harriet’s
Collection HC0985]

ON THE COVER:
Oregon Agricultural College cooking
class, ca. 1910. [OSU Archives;
Harriet’s Collection HC0878]
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Second Floor
Redesign

President Emeritus
Dr. John Byrne
Presents

FROM THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN

“

With your help, we are
making this vision a reality.

“

Hello Library Supporters,
his issue of The Messenger
introduces The Pauling
Catalogue, hot off the
press. Chris Petersen writes
about the amazing amount of work
and creativity the Special Collections
staff poured into creating these six
volumes. I do hope you will find the
time to read through this work — it
is a fascinating glimpse at the life and work of one
of OSU’s outstanding alumni. Anne-Marie
Deitering, Undergraduate Services Librarian, describes the changes taking place in our Information
Commons to create a place where students can
come together to study in a collaborative way. The
common thread linking The Pauling Catalogue and
the Information Commons redesign is that both of
these major undertakings were funded through
donor support. OSU Libraries relies on state funds
to maintain its day-to-day activities, but it is donor
support that enables us to provide our faculty and
students with the truly exceptional resources that
make a difference in their research and learning.
To add value to the undergraduate experience
and new electronic resources for our faculty and
graduate students, we are continuing the development of the Oregon Explorer web portal. The
official release of the Explorer portal will be spring
2007 but interest in the site is growing both on

campus and at the state level. As
mentioned in an earlier Messenger,
we envision the Explorer site as the
“go to” place for information on
Oregon’s natural resources. At this
time Oregon Explorer is comprised
of the Willamette River Basin portal,
the North Coast portal, the Umpqua
Basin portal, and most recently a
wildfire portal. The library was recently awarded a $175,000 grant
from the Oregon Community Foundation to develop a land use portal.
Some of you may remember May 28, 1999
when we celebrated the dedication of The Valley
Library. Reflecting on the intervening years, I am
thrilled with the energy and creativity of the staff
and faculty within the OSU Libraries. Whether
they work in Corvallis at The Valley Library, in
Newport at the Marilyn Potts Guin Library or in
Bend at the Cascades Campus Library, they share
our strategic plan vision and consider it integral “to
the success of OSU, its colleges and programs, and
it students and faculty.” OSU Libraries continues
to be a place of change and innovation. With your
help, we are making this vision a reality.
Sincerely,

Karyle Butcher
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LIBRARY NEWS

International Recognition for
Special Collections
The October 2006 issue of the prestigious scientific journal, Nature, featured a lengthy article about the recent
launch of the online archives of the Charles Darwin Papers
at Cambridge University. This site, which will eventually
include every edition and translation of Darwin’s entire
published works, should be completed by 2009.
A sidebar to the main article listed the best scientific
archives online around the world. On the list are three
English sites (Darwin, Newton, Boyle), two French sites
(Lavoisier and Jean-Baptiste Lamarck) and four American
sites — Einstein, Edison, the National Library of Medicine, and the Ava Helen and Linus Pauling Papers at
Oregon State University. We are extremely proud of this
international recognition for our efforts to make the work
of the Paulings more widely available to the public.

U.S. Forest Service Project Complete
Students and staff in the Technical Services Digital Production Unit completed the scanning and cataloging of
nearly 2,000 monographs in the Technical Notes and
Mimeo Reports series of the U.S. Forest Service Forest
Products Laboratory (Madison). The items are now
searchable full text and available online to the world via
internet search engines, ScholarsArchive@OSU and

Ava Helen and Linus Pauling with their children in 1941.

http://ir.library.oregonstate. edu/dspace/handle/1957/
93. The collection was proposed for digitization by Bonnie
Avery, Natural Resources Librarian. She located and retrieved extra copies of publications from OSU’s Oak Creek
facility and from the University of Washington and served
as the library contact with the U.S. Forest Service and the
College of Forestry. The entire project was completed in
less than a year. X

Upcoming Readings at The Valley Library
2nd floor rotunda 7:30 P.M.
February 16th, 2007 Antonya Nelson will read from
one of her works. She has authored four short story
collections: Female in Trouble, Family Terrorists, In the
Land of Men, The Expendables, and three novels: Living
to Tell, Nobody’s Girl, and Talking in Bed. Nelson’s
works have appeared in The New Yorker, Esquire,
Harper’s Bazaar, Redbook and other magazines. Her
writing has won frequent notable awards spanning from
1990 through 2002.
March 16th, 2007 Deborah Eisenberg, the author of
three short story collections: Transactions in Currency,
Under the 82nd Airborne, All Around Atlas, and a play,
Pastorale, which was produced by Second Stage in 1982
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will read from her works. As well as receiving the Whiting
Writers’ Award, a Guggenheim Fellowship and three O.
Henry awards, Eisenberg is known for her writings published in The New Yorker, Bomb and The Yale Review and
is currently Professor of Creative Writing at the University
of Virginia.
April 13th, 2007 This will be the last of the Visiting
Writers Series. Elroy Bode will read from his books on
nature and life. Bode, who is the author of eight books
including Texas Sketchbook, Commonplace Mysteries, and
Home Country: An Elroy Bode Reader has been praised for
finding and giving voice to what might otherwise go
unnoticed.

STAFF AND FACULTY NEWS

N

ew Employees:
Tara Armatas has lived in Corvallis for most of
her life. She is an OSU graduate with a BA in Political Science and
Spanish and is in the process of getting
her MBA. Hired in July of this year,
Tara is the Assistant Building Manager.
Michael Baird is originally from
Oakland, Oregon. He transferred to
Western Oregon
University from
Tara Armatas
Umpqua Community College to complete a double
major in music and business and is
currently pursuing an MLS degree
through Emporia State University. In
his new position as Reference Services
Night Coordinator in The Valley
Michael Baird
Library, he is staffing the reference
desk and supervising student workers.
Lan Do, a veteran to the OSU community, returns to
The Valley Library from the Admissions Office. She spent
a total of 13 years working at Milne
Computer Center and the OSU System
Support Services before moving to the
library the first time. After working for
nine and a half years in the Photocopy
Office and four additional years at the
Admissions Office she is back at The
Valley Library, working in Interlibrary
Loan.
Lan Do
Susan McEvoy was recently hired as
the Library Digital Access Coordinator, housed within the Library Technology department. She comes from
the College of Forestry at OSU where
she was the Web Communications
Coordinator. Her initial focus includes
working on a redesign of the Libraries
website and implementation of a
Susan McEvoy
content management system.
Originally from Hillsboro, Oregon,
Cheryl Rowley graduated from OSU
with a BS in Anthropology. Over the
years She has worked for WOU, PSU
and at OSU Libraries as a student
Cheryl Rowley

worker in Technical Services. Now Cheryl is a Library
Technician in the Monographic Acquisitions Collection
Development Department ordering and invoicing all the
titles for The Valley Library.
Kim Griggs is the new Library Systems Programmer.
She has a BS and MS in Computer and
Information Science from the University of Oregon. Most recently she was
employed at NIKE as a Web Application Developer. Prior to that, Kim
worked as a programmer at a video
game company where she got paid to
make and play video games. She will
initially be working on the Interactive
Kim Griggs
Course Assignment Page Project.
Tiah Edmunson-Morton joined the OSU Archives in
July as a Reference Archivist responsible for the Archives’ reference and
public services. Tiah earned her MLIS
from San Jose State University and BA
and MA in English Literature from
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.
Before coming to OSU, she worked as
a Processing Archivist and Substitute
Faculty Librarian at Lane Community
Tiah EdmunsonMorton
College. X

C

ongratulations:
Cheryl Middleton was promoted to Department
Head of the newly reorganized
Undergraduate Library Learning and
Innovative Access Department
(ULLIA). Cheryl already has been quite
busy in her new role with the complete
reorganization of The Valley Library
second floor Information Commons.
Richard Griffin
retired this past
Cheryl Middleton
September after 15
years with OSU Libraries. He was the
Department Head for Library Technology. Not only did he always keep us
as up-to-date as possible but he
shepherded the library through a time
of rapid growth in technology. He
Richard Griffin
managed migration of our online
catalog from a text based CLSI system to our present web
based Innovative Interface system. X
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THE PAULING CATALOGUE

A Dream Becomes a Reality
by Chris Petersen, Faculty Research Assistant,
Special Collections

O

n February 28, 2001, the one-hundredth anniversary of Linus Pauling’s birth, the Nisqually
earthquake sent tremors rumbling throughout
the Pacific Northwest. Centered just northeast of Olympia,
Washington, the magnitude 6.8 temblor was powerful
enough to have been noticed some two-hundred miles
away on the OSU campus by participants at the Linus
Pauling Centenary Celebration.
On a November day close to six years later, seismic
activity of a different sort registered at The Valley Library
loading dock. The Pauling Catalogue, nearly twenty years
in the making, was at long last being dropped off at the
west end of the library. As the delivery truck negotiated its
way down Waldo Place and the parcels were unloaded, one
could only wonder what Dr. Pauling, were he alive today,
would have thought as he surveyed a remarkable scene:
one-thousand copies of the six-volume set, stacked onto
seventeen pallets and comprising a mind-boggling 10.5
tons of total weight.
Indeed, the sheer mass of this delivery is a fitting testament to the incredible breadth of Linus and Ava Helen
Pauling’s collected works. The Pauling Papers, at over
one-half million items, is among the largest personal archives in the world. In turn, The Pauling Catalogue, totaling nearly 1,800 pages, is a suitably detailed description of
its holdings.
Linus and Ava Helen Pauling, Oregon natives who met
as undergraduate students in Corvallis, left an indelible
mark on the twentieth century. Dr. Linus Pauling (1901–
1994), among history’s pre-eminent scientists, attained
international renown through his pioneering contributions
to structural chemistry, molecular biology and nutrition.
His texts The Nature of the Chemical Bond (1939) and
General Chemistry (1947) are widely recognized as scientific classics, as are dozens of the 1,100+ publications that
form the Pauling bibliography.
In tandem with Ava Helen Pauling (1903–1981), his
wife of fifty-eight years, Linus Pauling was among the
Cold War era’s most fearless agitators for peace and civil
liberties. Awarded a total of forty-seven honorary degrees
alongside scores of other scientific and humanitarian decorations, he remains history’s only recipient of two unshared
Nobel prizes — the first for his landmark research on
6
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molecular structure (1954) and the second for his resolute
activism in opposition to above-ground nuclear testing
(1962).
In 1986, Linus Pauling donated both his and Ava
Helen’s papers to their alma mater, Oregon State University, in the process declaring his “confidence in OSU’s
ability to preserve these materials and make them available

The Pauling Catalogue Volume Index.

to scholars around the world for generations to come.”
Now, twenty years after its donation, the OSU Libraries
Special Collections proudly presents the complete inventory of this remarkable collection. Detailed listings of the
Paulings’ extensive correspondence, manuscripts, research
notebooks and awards, as well as their scientific, peace and
personal papers make The Pauling Catalogue an invaluable
resource for scholars of twentieth century history.
The Pauling Catalogue, created in its entirety by the
OSU Libraries Special Collections staff, has been crafted
with two goals in mind: to organize and describe the
Pauling Papers with clarity and care, and to do so in an
attractive and engaging format.
In attempting to meet the first objective, the publication staff paid primary attention to serving the needs of
present and future generations of scholars seeking to delve
into this extremely important collection. Because the
Paulings were centrally located at the nexus of so many
vital scientific and peace-related conversations, their collection has proven to be of significant value to researchers
examining topics only tangential to the Paulings’ more
formal work.

For example, as a result of his long friendship with
Albert Einstein, Pauling’s files eventually came to include a
very complete record of Einstein’s activities as co-chair of
the Emergency Committee of Atomic Scientists. Similarly,
because of Pauling’s long tenure as head of the Division of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering at the California
Institute of Technology, scholars working today in the
OSU Libraries are able to access decades worth of administrative data saved by Pauling. In these types of context, the
sum total of the Pauling Papers seems to outweigh its
parts, and lines of research emerge almost by accident — a
phenomenon that is furthered by the elevated levels of
descriptive detail built into The Pauling Catalogue.
The project team’s second charge was to design an
attractive, browsable product that might be suitable for the
coffee table. Nearly 1,200 images, many in full color, have
been included as illustrations that amplify the text of the
finding aid. Each illustration has been selected from the
Pauling collection and most are annotated with captions
that both describe the images as well as convey the often
fascinating background details underlying the given artifact. X

Additional Highlights of The Pauling Catalogue
• An illustrated, full-color, forty-five-page timeline
chronicling the details of Linus and Ava Helen
Pauling’s extraordinary lives.
• An extensive reproduction of Linus Pauling’s illuminating 1917 personal diary, written by a shy, selfconscious Oregon Agricultural College freshman
destined to become a world-historical figure.
• Introductions to each volume written by major authors, historians of science and members of the
Pauling family.
• Eight pages of full-color photos and illustrations in
each volume.
• An elegant slipcase illustrated with a portrait of Linus
Pauling by celebrated photographer Phil Stern.
The Pauling Catalogue is being offered for sale for $125
plus a flat shipping and handling fee of $15 per
set. Orders may be placed online at http://
paulingcatalogue.org via the Special Collections staff at
541-737-2075 or by emailing special.collections@
oregonstate.edu.
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CHANGING SPACES

A Key Ingredient for Student
Success — OSU Libraries
by Anne-Marie Deitering, Reference Librarian

V

isitors to The Valley Library Information Commons will notice that we are working to make this
an even more flexible and effective learning space.
New laptop-friendly chairs and tables let students easily
work in groups, accessing the information they need to
complete papers and projects. Flexible furniture on wheels
let students reconfigure the workstations and learning
spaces as they need them. The Reference desk has been
reoriented to allow reference librarians to greet students as
they enter the building. Specialists from Student Media
Services are available to help students with multimedia
projects and presentations.
The map of the Commons (shown on page 9) shows
the variety of ways students can use the Information Commons for individual and group study.

Furniture arrived in early November and is already very popular
with the students.

When you mix students with furniture that is easy to
move, you get a more productive, comfortable and ergonomic learning environment. Students have already embraced the new furniture, crowding into the Commons
during finals week to study together and write papers.
These changes would not have been possible without the
generous donations from people like you. Thanks to our
donors, we are able to provide OSU students a state-ofthe-art collaborative learning space that gives them the
freedom to make the technology and furnishings work for
them.
The main floor of The Valley Library is becoming a
space where OSU students can find the resources and help
they need to succeed. In the Information Commons they
can find:

Chairs were chosen for their ergonomic attributes and for their
ability to be taken wherever they are needed.

8
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• a laptop friendly environment with wireless access
• research help from experienced librarians
• high-quality information resources
• computers and software they need to create projects
and papers X

populated desks
moved bookshelves

moveable u
tu e
atalo a d ou e e e

e os emoved

tables o booths

ollabo at ve ompute stat o s

d v dual ompute stat o s
ema as s

Upgrades for the second floor
of The Valley Library
Information Commons.

The students seem pleased and comfortable as they conduct their
research online.

Students can now request posters and receive technical support for
their projects and presentations that require the use of varied
technologies.
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TASTING SUCCESS

Oregon State — A Recipe for
Entrepreneurial Success
By Tara Armatas, Assistant Building Manager

T

here is a big difference between having an idea
and seeing it through to a successful production.
The people mentioned below are ingenious entrepreneurs who, with the help of OSU, have become amazing successes in the food industry.

McMenamin’s
Brian and Mike McMenamin, both OSU alumni, encompass a solid recipe for the entrepreneurial spirit. Brian and
Mike graduated with undergraduate degrees in Political
Science (1974, 1980). The brothers own and oversee a
blossoming chain of over
fifty restaurants first created in 1983. Their most
recent is located on Monroe Avenue in Corvallis,
directly across from OSU’s
campus.
Brian and Mike see the
McMenamin’s Pub and Brewery
beauty in historic farmon Monroe Avenue.
steads, old ballrooms,
deserted poor-farms and boarded up grade schools. They
have poured millions of dollars into renovating and resurrecting over 50 sites to create not only a great place to eat
and but also an unusual dining experience. They further
extend their flair for the original by brewing their own
beer and making delicious, unique entrees at each location.
The pub style restaurants set themselves apart by having a
full time historian and three artists on staff.
Prior to opening their latest location on Monroe Avenue, McMenamin’s staff approached OSU Archives to
select historic photographs to display on the walls in the
restaurant.

Betty Crocker ®
It has long been believed that Betty Crocker was a real
person, but in fact she was one of the greatest marketing
exploits ever. Mercedes Bates was a graduate of OSU
Food and Nutrition in 1936 and is most famous for her
vice presidency at General Mills. Her involvement in the
Betty Crocker division led to Mercedes nickname of “Betty
Crocker.” Mercedes was an entrepreneur for women of her

1 0
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time making sure the food
industry recognized the
strengths of family values
which is what Betty
Crocker exemplified.
Bates had a storied job
history post graduation.
She began working for
Globe Mills Foods ComBetty Crocker through several
makeovers from 1936 to 1986.
pany which led her to
start her own business in Hollywood as an advertising food
consultant. Her experience in this field led her to McCall’s
magazine as the food editor. In 1964, she was hired as the
director of the food kitchens for General Mills and in 1966
became the vice president and first female Corporate
Officer of General Mills including the Betty Crocker division.
Mercedes has received a distinguished service and distinct alumni award. She made a major donation to the
College of Home Economics and Education which helped
realize a 30-year dream. The Mercedes A. Bates Family
Study Center, otherwise known as Bates Hall, opened its
doors in 1992 and was the first center in the U.S. dedicated to studying families during their entire lifespan.
Bates Hall is one of seven buildings in the Oregon University System funded entirely with private gifts.

Fizzy Fruit ®
One day, while Galen Kauffman was sailing his boat, he
made an uplifting accidental discovery: Fizzy Fruit. Galen
carbonated fruit by storing his pears directly above dry ice
in the cooler. After tasting the delicious,
funky fruit he arduously attempted, repeatedly, to replicate the process in his
garage. The patented process for making
Fizzy Fruit involves placing whole or cut
fruit into a pressurized chamber. The fruit
absorbs the carbon dioxide and oxygen
while maintaining its nutritional value.
Much of the research and development to
Fizzy Fruit
better understand the potential market for packaging is
Fizzy Fruit and figure out how to create it as fun as the
product
on a commercial level was done with the
inside the jar.
help of OSU’s Oregon Food Innovation
Center. Fizzy Fruit’s final product made its debut at Sunrise Elementary School in Albany, Oregon. It was so popular among the children, they were limited to only three

servings after several students attempted to go back for
fourths. Through the work of Galen Kauffman and OSU’s
Food Innovation Center, children are now more eager to
eat their fruit.

Ruby Jewel Treats ®
A Portland entrepreneur, Lisa Herlinger has a passion for
natural ingredients, an innovative spirit and amazing ice
cream cookie sandwiches. They are so amazing in fact that
Lisa and her Ruby Jewel Treats were selected by a panel of
judges, including food industry experts, renowned chefs
and food technology professionals to be the 2004 American Food Fight contest winner. The contest was held at
the Oregon Food Innovation Center in Portland which is
a “collaborative research and development program operated by Oregon State University and Oregon Department
of Agriculture.”
Nearly 100 contestants with a whole gamut of foods
competed for a commercialization package worth $2,500
and an episode of “Recipe for Success” (produced by Al
Roker) on the Food Network. Ruby Jewel Treats won and

Lisa was able to use the money
and expertise to design packaging and labels, identify target
markets and refine the production of her ice cream sandwiches.
Lisa’s creations use all natural
Northwest
ingredients that she
These ice cream sandwiches
purchases primarily at the farmcan be found at your local
farmers market.
ers’ markets, where she also sells
her products. The flavors are rich and intense with combinations that awaken the palate, such as honey and lavender
ice cream sandwiched between lemon cookies. Keep your
eyes peeled for Lisa’s amazing ice cream cookie sandwiches
in specialty stores and shops on the OSU campus.

For more great snapshots and other interesting historical
materials, you can visit the University Archives on the 3rd
floor of The Valley Library or online at “The Best of OSU
Archives” http://digitalcollections.library.oregonstate.edu X

Do You Remember When…
The Maraschino Mystery was Solved?

Ice Cream Was Served at the Dairy Counter?

A horticultural products processing program, the first of
its kind in the nation, was begun in 1919 at OAC by
Ernest H. Wiegand. The modern maraschino cherry was
developed by the
program in the 1920s.
In fact, through the
Food Science and
Technology department you can still take
a class on the maraschino cherry offered
in winter term coded
A new brining method was
FST 102. If the class
developed by the Food Technology
does not provide
Department at Oregon State
College to produce maraschino
sufficient information
cherries. [OSU Archives; Harriet’s
for curious minds or
Collection HC0985]
your schedule doesn’t
allow for it, the dissertation on the reinvention is available in The Valley Library on the 5th floor, call number
LD4330 1999. J65.

The Dairy Building (now known as Gilkey Hall) was
constructed on the OAC campus in 1912 for teaching
and research to develop Oregon’s dairy industry. At the
Dairy Counter you
could purchase ice
cream, cheese, and
other dairy items.
In 1952, the
Dairy Counter and
Dairy Products
Laboratory moved
to the new
Withycombe Hall, The ice cream counter in the Dairy
Department at Oregon State College was
designed as a
a popular campus spot. OSU Archives;
modern office,
Harriet’s Collection HC0939]
classroom, and
laboratory building. The Dairy Counter closed in 1969.
When the former Dairy Products Laboratory was remodeled as the University Theater in 1991, the Dairy
Counter was converted to the theater ticket office.
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CAMPUS NEWS

OSU Develops New Spuds for
Organic Markets
by Aimee Lyn Brown, Extension and Experiment Station
Communications

T

he skin of the potato is a deep garnet red, its flesh
a brilliant ruby. When boiled and mashed it turns
a creamy fuchsia. As a chip it’s a delicate rose pink
that would fit in at tea parties and fundraisers. This stylish
spud is one of several new varieties under consideration for
possible organic production in the Northwest.
Researchers at OSU, working under the Pacific Northwest Tri-State Program, are evaluating thousands of potential selections in both traditional and specialty-type market
classes. Isabel Vales, OSU’s foremost researcher on potato
breeding and genetics, is focusing on molecular and conventional breeding for resistance to pests and disease. The
aim is to identify selections that have the potential to be
grown under organic systems without the use of synthetic
pesticides.
Synthetic pesticides are often expensive, but because of
current crop requirements, they play an important role in
large-scale production. As varieties are developed that are
better suited to their environment the need for synthetics
may decline, possibly resulting in improved net returns for
growers.
Much of the vegetable breeding being done today
focuses on value-added traits. These traits may include
better taste, unusual shapes, different skin and flesh colors
and increased levels of phytochemicals — chemicals in
plants thought to have protective or disease preventive
properties. These traits could add selling power in all
markets, Vales said.
Value-added varieties that include disease, pest and
various stress resistances may have more to offer growers
than any other growing input, adds Brian Charlton, a
cropping systems and potato variety researcher at the OSU
College of Agricultural Sciences Klamath Basin Research
and Extension Center.
The average adult in the United States eats about 136
pounds of potatoes annually in the form of fresh potatoes,
fries and chips, as well as in processed foods like soup.
Farmers in Idaho, Washington and Oregon grow the
majority of U.S. consumed spuds.
Potatoes from the Tri-State program have yet to be
evaluated for suitability in organic systems, said the re-

1 2
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searchers. The OSU potato team is gathering together
crop and soil scientists, horticulturists, and food scientists
to identify selection criteria for organically grown potatoes.
“We are interested in developing potatoes suitable for
organics, and also on evaluating taste and chemical composition of the more promising lines,” said Vales.
The organic market continues to grow with each production season. U.S. organic food sales grew at a doubledigit rate from $1 billion in 1990 to more than $14 billion
in 2005 and are expected to exceed $16 billion by the end
of 2006. This is the fastest growing segment of the food
industry, offering many opportunities and areas of concern, said Vales. In order for Northwest growers to have
an edge in organic markets they will need varieties that can
compete with traditional breeds.
Mainstream growers are constantly looking at ways to
remain competitive and boost their net returns per acre,
Charlton adds. As organic produce moves closer to conventionally grown foods in price, many growers see putting at least some of their land into organic and transitional production as a way to add value to their crops.
“I envision more and more growers adopting sustainable or true integrated pest management practices in an
effort to curtail input costs,” said Charlton. “Unfortunately, products grown under these parameters are often
lost in the marketplace. Consumers generally have a choice
between conventional and organic with few options in the
middle.” X

Brian Yorgey, a researcher in the Department of Food Science,
participates in OSU’s first Organic Potato Tasting Day at Gathering Together Farms in Philomath. More than 23 varieties of
potatoes were presented and judged on taste, texture, color and shape.

DONOR CORNER

The Think Tank

Library Memories
Library Catacombs
I worked in the “catacombs” of the old library around
1960. Mrs. Beamus was the librarian down there who
repaired books. As far as I know she worked all by herself
except when she had student help. A wonderful woman
who would suggest books for me to read. It always seemed
such a dark place for her to do such an exacting task as
book repair. I was also a “townie” who later worked summers in the library. Rod Waldron was director and we
would occasionally walk home together…he lived in the
same neighborhood as I did near Harding grade school. I
so much enjoyed reading about Marjorie Guerber Jessup’s
similar experiences (from the 2005 fall issue of The Messenger). I work in a library now.

I remember spending many evenings at the Kerr Library at
OSU. It was a nice change of scenery from my little room
at Hawley Hall during my freshman year (’68–’69) and
later on it was a good place to escape my rowdy apartment
roommates.
There was a big study room on the lower floor we called
the “think tank” and I would study there when I had a test
coming up. Talking in there was forbidden and that even
included whispering to your neighbor. One night I was
pouring over my Organic Chemistry and I thought I was
seeing things when a bubble passed under my nose between me and my Chem. book. I looked up and to my
amazement there was a guy sitting at a table across the
room, blowing bubbles with a wand and a bottle of
bubbles. One by one every student in the room looked up
and cracked a smile trying their hardest not to let out an
audible giggle.

Lynda Long Klingler, Class of ’63
Lois Salmi Palomaki, Class of ’72

Donor Luncheon Highlights
At this year’s donor appreciation luncheon,
held in Special Collections, we celebrated
the 10th anniversary of the ground breaking
for The Valley Library building remodel.
President Emeritus, Dr. John Byrne delivered a poignant story about the trials and
tribulations to raise the funds needed for
the building campaign. Thanks to your
generous donations The Valley Library was
able to remodel into what the students
needed most; a space for them to study,
research, join forces and a space to hold our
growing collections.
We envisioned a future that would be
technologically oriented and one which
would envelope more spaces for students to
work in groups with close access to computers. Ten years later we are grateful to be
able to house the collections while providing a welcoming place for students, faculty
and community members to research and
Poster display from architect’s vision to completion of
collaborate.
The Valley Library rotunda.
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NOTABLE ACQUISITIONS

Additions to the Northwest
Art Collection
by Kerrie Cook, Executive Assistant to
the University Librarian

N

ot only do our donors help support OSU Libraries financially but they have been known to
give other things such as book collections like
the Nonesuch Dickens, and photographic collections such
as the Henderson collection and even pieces of art. Recently we received two spectacular donated sculptures for
the Northwest Art Collection housed in The Valley Library.
The first work is a metal sculpture produced by artist
Lee Kelly. Kelly’s work has been recognized through
grants and fellowships from the Seattle Art Museum,
Henry Gallery of Art at the University of Washington,
Western States Arts Foundation, Oregon Arts Commission
and the city of Portland. The Valley Library houses three
of Kelly’s works already; a wall sculpture Sulawesi I and a
pair of sculptures entitled Naga.
The second work is a marble bust of a female by Donald
Wilson. Wilson studied at Western Washington University,
then attending Museum Art School in Portland, Oregon.
After apprenticing under sculptor Frederick Littman, he
became an instructor. Wilson now lives in Washington
where he carves large scale sculptures outdoors. X

Marble bust of a woman by Donald Wilson.

Virtual Tour Information
The Northwest Art Collection is accessible
online on at: http:/osulibrary.oregonstate.edu/
libraries_and _collections/art/ You can browse
the collection searching by artist, media, floor
or bibliography.
Steel sculpture by Lee Kelly.
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Unique Collections

T

he family of Robert (Bob) W. Henderson, OSU
alumnus and retired Assistant Director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station, has recently
donated Henderson’s personal papers and photographs to
the OSU Archives.
Bob Henderson’s connection with OSU spanned more
than 70 years beginning in 1933, when he enrolled as a
freshman, until his death in early 2006. During this time
he served as student body president from 1937–1938,
earned a BS in agronomy in
1938, and served as a Farm
Crops faculty member and
Assistant Director of the
Agricultural Experiment
Station from 1946 until his
retirement in 1976. He was an
avid photographer and carried
a camera wherever he went on
or off campus. His 30-year
retirement was an active one
Bob Henderson photographing as he became known for his
the OSU Marching Band,
expertise in numismatics,
1975. Henderson volunteered
as the band’s photographer for participated in the Triad Club
several years. To photograph
and continued as a ubiquitous
the band during an OSU
photographer.
football game, he is on the roof
The Robert W. Henderson
of the Parker Stadium press
Papers span the period of
box. [OSU Archives; Robert
W. Henderson Photographs
1933–2003 and document
P098:1194]
Henderson’s research as a
plant breeder, including his
work to domesticate the Russian Dandelion (Kok-Saghyz)
at the University of Minnesota during World War II, as an
emergency source of natural rubber; his role as Chief
Advisor for the cooperative research program between
Oregon State College and Kasetsart University in Thailand
in the late 1950s and early 1960s; his long-time interest in
photography; and the slide presentations about OSU
agricultural research that he developed and presented
throughout the state.
The Robert W. Henderson Photographs consist of
approximately 40,000 images (slides, prints, and negatives)
documenting OSU and Corvallis and the many activities in
which Henderson participated from 1933 until 2006.
These images join several thousand others that Henderson
donated to the Archives during his lifetime.

Dean and Marion Ramstad, in Special Collections, with the
Nonesuch Dickens 23-volume set between them.

Nonesuch Dickens 23-volume Set
In 1937, the Nonesuch Press of London published a
limited edition set of Charles Dickens’ complete works.
The volumes within each collection were copiously illustrated with a total of 877 original images commissioned by
Dickens’ original publishing house, Chapman & Hall. The
Nonesuch Press purchased the actual engraving plates
created for these images, and included one original plate
with each set of its complete Dickens project. For this
reason, the Nonesuch Dickens was limited to a total run of
877 sets.
Marion and Dean Ramstad of Medford, Oregon significantly enhanced the OSU Libraries rare books collection
this August, with their gift of the complete twenty-three
volume Nonesuch Dickens. The OSU Libraries Special
Collections was the grateful recipient of this truly outstanding donation.
Marion Ramstad recalls receiving this set in childhood
as a gift from her mother, and through the years the books
have provided Marion with a great deal of enjoyment.
Now, at the urging of their daughter — an OSU alum —
the Ramstads have donated this extremely rare and valuable resource to the McDonald Room of Rare Books and
Fine Bindings in the OSU Libraries Special Collections,
where it will be preserved and made available for scholarly
use. X
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WIN A LIBRARY TOTE BAG!

W

here do students go to learn? The final answer will be revealed if you can answer these
ten questions correctly. The first ten correct responses will win an OSU Libraries tote
bag. Send answers to Kerrie.Cook@oregonstate.edu.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Printed on recycled and recyclable paper.

1. Where are readings usually held?
2. On what floor is Special Collections located?
3. What is the last name of the University
Librarian?
4. Whose famous works and two Nobel Peace
Prizes are located in Special Collections?
5. Where can you go in the library to find old
photographs, maps and microfilm?
6. Students get help from these wonderful
people mentioned on page 8.
7. You can check out a laptop for 3 hours.
True or False?
8. Who is the new Assistant Building Manager?
(See page 5)
9. What was the library’s name previous to The
Valley Library? (See 2006 spring edition)
10. What famous sundae topping was thought to
be invented on OSU’s campus? (See page 11)
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